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Abstract

As human-computer interaction continues to
evolve, the importance of emotion recognition
in conversation is becoming more apparent.
For applications like chatbots to provide more
human-like responses, it is essential for ma-
chines to understand the emotions embedded
in conversations. Although most of the recent
research has focused on extracting contextual
information from conversations, the subtleties
of emotion shifts (ES) within local conversa-
tions are often overlooked. However, acquiring
knowledge about ES between interactions can
reduce the rate of emotion recognition errors
in dialogues with fluctuating emotions. As a
solution for ES detection, we define ES be-
tween the same speaker as well as between
different speakers using Emotion Recognition
in Conversation (ERC) datasets. We propose
a novel multi-task learning model, called Mtl-
ERC-ES, which identifies three tasks simul-
taneously: Emotion Recognition in Conver-
sation (ERC), Emotion Shift (ES), and Sen-
timent Classification (SC). Our approach pro-
vides high-quality performance on the ERC
task, consistently ranking among the top per-
formers across multiple datasets. Our approach
also demonstrates the effectiveness of custom
ES tasks.

1 Introduction

Emotion Recognition in Conversation (ERC) is
of significant importance in the field of human-
computer interaction systems, with applications in
areas such as public opinion mining and medical
consultation. The objective of ERC is to identify
the emotions encapsulated within each utterance in
a dialogue. This task is complex due to the context-
dependent nature of emotional expression. A wave
of ERC research has focused on effectively mod-
eling conversational context, a critical factor that
influences the emotional undertones of a dialogue.

Within conversational settings, emotional inertia
often leads speakers to maintain consistent emo-

Figure 1: An example of emotion shift in conversations.

tional states. However, external stimuli can pre-
cipitate abrupt changes in these emotional states.
Figure 1 illustrates a dialogue where the speaker’s
mood fluctuates in response to an external trigger.
In this scenario, we can observe multiple points of
emotional change. First, the conversation begins
with Phoebe showing a neutral emotion. When
Monica mentions her surprise party, Phoebe ex-
presses her ignorance about the surprise party, her
emotion changes to surprise, but still positive, be-
cause the surprise party is a thing that makes people
happy. However, when Monica says that Joey told
her, Phoebe’s mood begins to change, from posi-
tive to angry and negative, due to her resentment at
being excluded from the information circle. This
example illustrates how the unpredictability created
by dynamic dialogue affects the flow of emotions
in a context.

The study by Poria et al. (2019b) shows that
existing state-of-the-art methods tend to continu-
ously replicate the same emotion for a particular
party. This pattern is consistent with the under-
standing that, due to emotional inertia, a speaker’s
emotion is unlikely to undergo sudden shifts. Con-
sequently, these methods often fall short when emo-
tion shifts (ES) occur. This limitation highlights the
fact that many existing techniques lack the ability



to effectively detect ES between utterances, while
also overlooking the dynamic relationship between
emotion labels in a session. The study by Gao et al.
(2022) proposes the use of multi-task learning to
detect ES and emotion recognition simultaneously.
However, their method only defines whether the
ES occurs between utterances, so the model cannot
fully capture the details of the ES. For example,
a model may not be able to distinguish between
transitions from happiness to sadness and transi-
tions from sadness to happiness, even though the
two transitions have very different meanings and
consequences in real life. Therefore, to better un-
derstand and predict emotional transfer, the model
must be able to capture a more specific direction
and magnitude of ES.

To better equip the model to comprehend the ES
between utterances, we propose the Mtl-ERC-ES
network, a Multi-task Learning method for Emo-
tion Recognition in Conversation with Emotion
Shift. This approach allows the model to under-
stand and process three tasks simultaneously. The
main task is ERC. The first auxiliary task of ERC,
called Sentiment Classification (SC), involves the
model learning about emotional polarity, which pro-
vides a broader representation of emotions. This
understanding enhances the model’s ability to dis-
tinguish between the magnitude of positive and
negative emotions, and thus, to identify whether
there have been major or minor shifts in the emo-
tional state within a dialogue. The second auxiliary
task specifically addresses Emotion Shift, which
has not been well defined and explored in existing
research. As such, we propose a novel method that
defines and deals with ES based on the sentiment
polarity observed in conversations. We conducted
our experiments on four ERC datasets. Experi-
mental results show that our model consistently
demonstrates exceptional performance. Ablation
studies were carried out on both auxiliary tasks,
which confirmed the effectiveness of the multi-task
learning approach that integrates SC and ES. The
main contributions of this study are as follows:
• We develop a detailed definition of emotion shift

based on the ERC datasets.
• We propose the Mtl-ERC-ES network, which

deals with ERC and related tasks simultaneously:
SC and ES using a multi-task learning frame-
work.

• We conduct extensive experiments on four bench-
mark ERC datasets. The experimental results not
only demonstrate the superiority of our proposed

method over baseline models but also show its
competitiveness with current SOTA models.

2 Related work

2.1 Emotion Recognition in Conversation

In recent years, the field of Emotion Recognition
in Conversation (ERC) has attracted increasing at-
tention from researchers due to advances in deep
learning technology and the growth of available
ERC datasets. Most of these studies focus pri-
marily on modeling static contextual information,
which includes information about the speaker and
utterances relevant to the target statement. Dia-
logueRNN (Majumder et al., 2019) utilizes recur-
rent neural networks to track the state of each par-
ticipant in a conversation and employs this infor-
mation for emotion recognition. COSMIC (Ghosal
et al., 2020) learns the interaction between the in-
terlocutors involved in the dialogue by introduc-
ing external knowledge. DAG-ERC (Shen et al.,
2021) uses a directed acyclic graph network to learn
long-distance context information. DialogueCRN
(Hu et al., 2021) explores the perceptual reasoning
ability of the model for context based on emotion
theory. CoMPM (Lee and Lee, 2022) improves
performance by constructing an additional model
to extract context information and incorporate it
into a pre-trained language model.

However, most of these studies focus on mod-
eling the speaker state in the context and related
conversations within a specified range, but omit
the dynamic flow of emotion in the local pairwise
dialogue. Recently, some studies have explored
the dynamic transfer relationship of emotions in
conversations. EmotionFlow (Song et al., 2022)
captures the influence of emotional propagation
during conversations through an additional CRF
layer. HCL-ERC (Yang et al., 2022) uses the cur-
riculum learning method to develop a strategy for
providing training examples at the dialogue level
according to the frequency of ES. DialogueEIN
(Liu et al., 2022) designs an emotion interaction
network to model the intra-speaker, inter-speaker,
and global and local emotional interactions.

2.2 Multi-Task Learning

Multi-Task Learning (MTL) trains machine learn-
ing models from multiple related tasks simultane-
ously, with the aim of utilizing the valuable infor-
mation contained in multiple tasks to improve the
generalization performance. In the field of ERC,



Table 1: The mapping relationship between emotion
and sentiment in MELD dataset and IEMOCAP dataset.

MELD IEMOCAP
Yemo Ysenti Yemo Ysenti

neutral neutral(1) happy positive(2)
surprise neutral(1) sad negative(0)

fear negative(0) neutral neutral(1)
sadness negative(0) angry negative(0)

joy positive(2) excited positive(2)
disgust negative(0) frustrated negative(0)
anger negative(0)

some of the previous studies have applied MTL. In
the study by Li et al. (2020), speaker identification
is used as an auxiliary task to enhance contextual in-
formation in dialogue. ERC-ESD (Gao et al., 2022)
enhances the performance of ERC by defining and
detecting ES as a sub-task, determining whether
such a shift occurs within the same speaker. In
an MTL framework, the model’s performance in-
creases notably when the tasks are closely related.
For example, Chauhan et al. (2020) conducts a
study assuming that sarcasm relates to emotion and
sentiment closely, and they propose a method using
MTL, leveraging two auxiliary tasks - emotion and
sentiment analysis, to enhance sarcasm detection
performance significantly. Within the scope of the
ERC task, sentiment polarity represents a coarse-
grained classification of emotion recognition, while
ES indicates the dynamic changes in emotional ex-
pression throughout a conversation. These three
elements - SC, ES, and the ERC task itself - have
a close relationship. So it is reasonable to believe
that ES recognition and SC can be used as auxiliary
tasks to enhance the performance of ERC.

3 Proposed Approach

3.1 Preliminary

Emotion Recognition in Conversation (ERC)
In ERC, a dialogue is defined as a sequence of
N utterances U = {u1, u2, . . . , uN}, where there
are M (M ≥ 2) speakers {p1, p2, . . . , pM}, each
utterance is spoken by a speaker. For each λ ∈
[1,M ], we define Uλ as the set of utterances spoken
by speaker pλ, i.e., Uλ = {uj |uj ∈ U is uttered
by pλ}. The task of ERC is to predict the emotion
et ∈ Yemo of ut. Yemo is the set of predefined
labels from the ERC datasets.

Emotion Shift (ES)
We define ES based on the ERC dataset. For this,
we need to ensure that the number of samples for

each category of the ES task defined based on the
ERC dataset is sufficient. Limited by the amount
of data, we consider ES as a fixed category clas-
sification task. The advantage of treating it as a
classification task is that it is easy to analyze the
model’s ability to recognize ES in each category
based on experimental results. Inspired by the la-
beling of sentiment (positive, negative, and neutral)
of each utterance in the MELD dataset (Poria et al.,
2019a), we mark the polarity of the emotion la-
bels of the ERC datasets according to whether the
emotion is positive or not and divide them into
three types of sentiment labels: positive, neutral,
and negative. Taking the MELD dataset and the
IEMOCAP dataset as examples, the mapping from
emotion to sentiment is shown in Table 1. We rank
the sentiment labels from negative(0) to neutral(1)
to positive(2), so that ES can be defined as the
difference in sentiment labels between the current
utterance and the previous one. For instance, if
the current utterance is positive (2) and the pre-
vious utterance is neutral (1), the difference of 1
indicates a positive ES. Alternatively, if the current
utterance is positive (2) and the previous utterance
is negative (0), the difference of 2 characterizes
a strongly positive ES. This concept is consistent
with intuition: a sudden transition from a negative
to a positive mood should indicate a strongly posi-
tive shift. At the same time, we recognize that the
speaker’s internal emotional evolution is different
from the emotional flux of the overall conversation.
Consequently, we first define the ES of adjacent
utterances within the dialogue, followed by the
speaker’s own ES independently. These are defined
as follows:

Y global
shift (ui) = Ysenti(ui)− Ysenti(ui−1), ui ∈ U, (1)

Y speaker
shift (uj) = Ysenti(uj)− Ysenti(uj−1), uj ∈ Uλ, (2)

where global represents the overall utterance level,
specifically, the adjacent utterances in the dia-
logue, and speaker indicates the speaker’s utter-
ance level, namely, the adjacent utterances uttered
by the speaker themselves. Therefore, for each ut-
terance in U , we assign two additional labels: the
speaker’s own ES label and the adjacent ES label.
The classification for these ES labels is as follows:
Yshift = {Strongly negative shift, Negative shift, No
shift, Positive shift, Strongly positive shift}. Table 2
shows a part of the category distribution of the ES
label we built based on the ERC datasets.



Figure 2: Framework illustration of the proposed model.

Table 2: Label distribution of Emotion Shift (ES) in the
test set of the ERC datasets.

Label IEMOCAP EmoryNLP
global speaker global speaker

Strongly Negative Shift 48 79 162 310
Negative Shift 221 96 167 132

No Shift 1125 1337 413 348
Positive Shift 209 92 161 127

Strongly Positive Shift 20 19 81 67

Label MELD DailyDialog
global speaker global speaker

Strongly Negative Shift 325 780 1007 2004
Negative Shift 467 350 483 327

No Shift 1298 1092 5574 4849
Positive Shift 473 353 665 556

Strongly Positive Shift 47 35 11 4

3.2 Proposed Model

Figure 2 provides an overview of our multi-task
learning model. Our model consists of two mod-
ules. The first module handles the SC and ERC
tasks, classifying sentiment labels at the lower lay-
ers of the model and emotion labels at the top layer.
It captures both coarse-grained and fine-grained
emotional information in utterances. The second
module handles the ES task we defined, which
is architecturally similar to the Transformer en-
coder. It includes a custom attention mechanism
for querying sentiment information, a single-head
self-attention mechanism, and the Feed-Forward
Network (FFN). It allows the model to learn sen-
timent transfer information between utterances.
The model feeds a continuous utterance session

{u1, . . . , ut, . . . , uN}, and finally outputs the pre-
dicted value of each task corresponding to each
mini-batch. We anticipate that through multi-task
learning, the model can effectively learn the infor-
mation about the ES between utterances, thereby
enhancing its ability to tackle the challenge of the
ERC.

3.2.1 ERC and SC tasks
In order to correspond to the speaker’s own unit and
the global unit in the ES task, we adopt the context
information representation module from Dialogue-
CRN (Hu et al., 2021). We utilize two bidirec-
tional LSTM networks (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997) to capture speaker-level and global-
level context information, respectively. The input
ui ∈ U has a dimension of d, and each direction of
the LSTM has a hidden size of d/2, resulting in a
total output dimension of d for both directions.

At the global level, we use a two-layer bidi-
rectional LSTM network to capture contextual in-
formation between successive adjacent utterances
within the dialogue. The context representation at
the global level is computed as follows:

cgli , h
gl
i = BiLSTM(ui, h

gl
i−1), (3)

where hgi ∈ Rd is the i-th hidden state of the global-
level LSTM, l ∈ {1, 2} is the number of layer.



cgi ∈ Rd is the global-level context representation.
At the speaker level, we also use a bidirectional

LSTM network to capture contextual information
between adjacent utterances by the same speaker.
The speaker-level context representation is com-
puted as follows:

c
sl
i , h

sl
λ,j = BiLSTM(ui, h

sl
λ,j−1), j ∈ [1, |Uλ|], (4)

where Uλ refers to all utterances of the speaker pλ.
hsλ,j ∈ Rd is the j-th hidden state of speaker-level
LSTM for the speaker pλ, l ∈ {1, 2} is the num-
ber of layer. csi ∈ Rd is the speaker-level context
representation. Based on both speaker and global
context representations, we define the final repre-
sentation oi(emo) as their concatenation, which is
subsequently used for the classification of the ERC
task.

oi(emo) = [cg2i ; cs2i ] (5)

At the same time, based on the insights from the
study by Chen et al. (2021), which suggests that
when MTL is used to improve the performance of a
primary task, the introduction of auxiliary tasks at
different levels can be beneficial, our model imple-
ments a coarser-grained classification at a lower
level. This strategy is intended to enhance the
model’s performance. We use the output oi(senti)
of the first layer of the LSTM network for SC. It
computes the SC as follows:

oi(senti) = [cg1i ; cs1i ] (6)

3.2.2 ES task
Since we define the ES label as the difference be-
tween two ERC labels, we define the input to the
ES task as the difference between the ERC input
features. The ES feature representation is calcu-
lated as follows:

tgi = ui − ui−1, ui ∈ U, (7)

tsj = uj − uj−1, uj ∈ Uλ, (8)

where tgi ∈ Rd represents the feature input of the
global module and tsj ∈ Rd symbolizes the feature
input of the speaker’s own module.

We use two units similar to encoders in Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) to model the ES task.
In the structure of the first unit, the Single-Head At-
tention mechanism is applied to learn the relation-
ship between inputs and generate corresponding
ES representations. In the second unit, considering
the close correlation between the ES task and the

SC task, we replace the Query vector in the self-
attention mechanism with the output of the LSTM
layer in the SC task, with the aim of having the
model try to find information related to sentiment
features in the representation learned in the first
unit, and manifest this part of the information in
the final output. Finally, we concatenate the output
of the first unit and the second for classification.
Based on the input of the adjacent utterances of the
overall dialogue and the input of the adjacent utter-
ances of the same speaker, we also construct the
global-level and speaker-level models and compute
the global and speaker-specific ES, respectively.
The calculation process for the global-level output
ogi (shift) and speaker-level output osi (shift) is as
follows:

xg1
i = TRME(Attsingle(Wqt

g
i ,Wkt

g
i ,Wvt

g
i )), (9)

xg2
i = TRME(Attsingle(Wqc

g1
i ,Wkx

g1
i ,Wvx

g1
i )), (10)

ogi (shift) = [xg1
i ;xg2

i ], (11)

xs1
i = TRME(Attsingle(Wqt

s
i ,Wkt

s
i ,Wvt

s
i )), (12)

xs2
i = TRME(Attsingle(Wqc

s1
i ,Wkx

s1
i ,Wvx

s1
i )), (13)

osi (shift) = [xs1
i ;xs2

i ], (14)

where TRME represents the encoder module in
the Transformer model. Attsingle represents the
single-head self-attention mechanism, where the
three parameters are Q,K, V in the attention mech-
anism. c is the output of the LSTM layer in the SC
task. Wq,Wk,Wv ∈ Rd×d are trainable parame-
ters.

3.2.3 Training and Prediction for Multi-task
Learning (MTL)

Classification
For each task, we process the final hidden state
through a feed-forward neural network to get the
predicted emotion:

Pi = softmax(Wooi(task) + bo), (15)

ŷi = argmax
c∈Ctask

(Pi[c]), (16)

where Wo ∈ R2d×|Ctask| and bo ∈ R|Ctask| denote
learnable parameters, Pi ∈ R|Ctask|, |Ctask| de-
notes the number of labels for each task, c is the
class with the highest probability for the task, and
ŷi is the predicted label per task.



Training
We use the cross-entropy loss to train each task:

Ltask = − 1∑D
k=1N(k)

D∑
i=1

N(i)∑
t=1

log(Pi,t)[yi,t], (17)

where D is the number of dialogue samples, N(i)
is the number of utterances in dialogue i, Pi,t is the
probability distribution of the label of utterance t
in dialogue i, yi,t is the true label of utterance t of
dialogue i.

We train our Multi-Task Learning (MTL) model
by combining the loss functions of individual tasks
into a single global loss function. The combined
objective function of the MTL model is then opti-
mized using stochastic gradient descent with back-
propagation. Following this strategy, we define the
total loss Ltotal as follows:

Ltotal = LERC + LSC + Lg
ES + Ls

ES , (18)

where g and s represent ES tasks at the global level
and speaker level, respectively. In order to confirm
the role of ES and SC tasks on ERC tasks, we posit
that each task in our multi-task learning framework
holds equal importance. Consequently, we assign
a weight of 1 to each task. This uniform weight
assignment ensures balanced attention across all
tasks during training, thereby preventing any indi-
vidual task from dominating the learning process
at the expense of others.

4 Experiment

4.1 Dataset
We conduct experiments on four standard ERC
datasets. Table 3 shows the statistics of the datasets.
IEMOCAP (Busso et al., 2008): This dataset in-
cludes 151 binary dialogues, with backgrounds con-
sisting of specific scripts or improvisational perfor-
mances. The dataset contains a total of 10 speakers.
Each utterance in the dialogues is labeled with one
of the following six emotions: happy, sad, neutral,
angry, excited, and frustrated.
MELD (Poria et al., 2019a): This dataset contains
1433 dialogues that typically involve more than
two speakers. The data is taken from the TV show
Friends. Each utterance in the dialogues is tagged
with one of the following seven labels: neutral,
happiness, surprise, sadness, anger, disgust, and
fear.
EmoryNLP (Zahiri and Choi, 2018): This dataset
also comes from the TV show Friends, the dia-
logues typically involve more than two speakers.

Each utterance is labeled with one of the following
seven categories: angry, disgust, sad, joy, neutral,
surprise, and fear.
DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017): This dataset is com-
posed of human-written communications, cover-
ing various topics of daily life. Each utterance is
labeled with one of the following seven emotion
labels: anger, disgust, fear, joy, neutral, sadness,
and surprise.

Table 3: Data distribution of the datasets.

dataset dialogues utterances
train val test train val test

IEMOCAP 120 12 31 5810 1623
MELD 1039 114 280 9989 1109 2610

EmoryNLP 659 89 79 7551 954 984
DailyDialog 11118 1000 1000 87832 7912 7863

4.2 Baseline Models

To validate the efficacy of our model, we com-
pared it to several previous studies in the field of
Emotion Recognition in Conversation (ERC). Di-
alogueRNN RoBERTa (Majumder et al., 2019)
employs several different GRUs to model the
speaker and the global context, and another GRU
to model the global emotional interaction state. Di-
alogueGCN RoBERTa (Ghosal et al., 2019) uses
the graph-based network to model the utterances
in a conversation. COSMIC (Ghosal et al., 2020)
leverages COMET to extract commonsense knowl-
edge, and uses GRU to fuse this external knowledge
with contextual information. DAG-ERC (Shen
et al., 2021) constructs a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) based on the dialogue structure, and uses
DAGNN to aggregate information between distant
and nearby contexts. DialogueCRN (Hu et al.,
2021) designs a multi-round reasoning module that
includes the reasoning process simulated by the
LSTM network and the retrieving process using
the attention mechanism to extract contextual clues.
DialogueEIN (Liu et al., 2022) employs a Trans-
former encoder to simulate semantic interaction
within dialogues, and designs an Emotional Inter-
action Network to capture dependencies and inter-
actions in the conversation. All baseline models
utilize the RoBERTa model (Liu et al., 2019) to
extract utterance-level features for this task.

4.3 Implementation

The RoBERTa-large model fine-tuned by the emo-
tion classification is used as the feature extractor.
For each utterance ui ∈ U , the last layer of [CLS]
embedding is used as the underlying feature repre-



Table 4: ERC performance of different models on four datasets. Micro average F1-score is used on DailyDialog,
with the neutral labels excluded. The maximum value is in bold and the second best value is underlined.

ERC Models IEMOCAP MELD EmoryNLP DailyDialog
Weighted-F1 Weighted-F1 Weighted-F1 Macro-F1 Micro-F1

DialogueRNN RoBERTa 64.76 63.61 37.44 - 57.32
DialogueGCN RoBERTa 64.91 63.02 38.10 - 57.52

COSMIC 65.28 65.21 38.11 51.05 58.48
DAG-ERC 68.03 63.65 39.02 - 59.33

DialogueCRN 67.53 65.77 - - -
DialogueEIN 68.93 65.37 38.92 - 62.58
Mtl-ERC-ES 68.68 66.50 39.46 53.06 60.10

sentation of ui. ui’s dimension is 1024. We trained
the model for 100 epochs, utilizing Adam as the
optimizer. The learning rates employed for IEMO-
CAP, MELD, EmoryNLP, and DailyDialog were
0.0001, 0.00004, 0.0003, and 0.00005 respectively.
The batch size is 32, and the dropout rate is 0.2.
All experiments were carried out on a 3080 GPU.

5 Result and Analysis

5.1 Overall performance

Following previous works, for IEMOCAP, MELD,
and EmoryNLP datasets, we choose the Weighted-
average F1 score (Weighted-F1) to measure the
overall performance. For the DailyDialog dataset,
we employed both the Micro-average F1 score
(Micro-F1) and the Macro-averaged F1 score
(Macro-F1) to assess the model’s performance.
Consistent with prior studies, neutral emotions
were excluded when evaluating the DailyDialog
dataset using Micro-F1.

The results are shown in Table 4. Our model
Mtl-ERC-ES has achieved the best performance on
both the MELD and EmoryNLP datasets and in par-
ticular, makes significant progress on the MELD
dataset. Both MELD and EmoryNLP datasets are
annotated from the TV show "Friends", where utter-
ances are typically short and casual. This may indi-
cate that our model, Mtl-ERC-ES, is capable of han-
dling daily, shorter dialogues, but whether this can
be generalized to all similar conversation environ-
ments still requires further testing and validation.
In the IEMOCAP dataset, our model is slightly
inferior to the advanced model DialogueEIN and
similarly falls behind DialogueEIN in the DailyDi-
alog dataset. However, our model still outperforms
other baseline models. One possible explanation
for this discrepancy lies in the specific strengths
of our model, which is excellent at capturing dy-
namic emotional transitions in dialogues. However,
the DailyDialog and IEMOCAP datasets exhibit

an extreme imbalance in the ES labels, with the
"No Shift" label predominating. This is illustrated
by the distribution of the ES labels in Table 2. In
the DailyDialog test set, the quantities of the "No
Shift" label at the global and speaker levels are
[5574, 4849], representing [72%, 62%] of the total
samples respectively. Similarly, in the IEMOCAP
test set, the "No Shift" label represents [69%, 82%]
of the total samples. In contrast, in the test set of the
MELD dataset, where our model showed superior
performance, the "No Shift" label represents only
[49%, 41%] of the cases, and in the EmoryNLP
dataset, it represents [41%, 35%]. Thus, our model
shows significant advantages in everyday dialogues
where emotion shifts occur frequently. This result
is consistent with our original intention in design-
ing Mtl-ERC-ES. Experiments on four ERC bench-
mark datasets - IEMOCAP, MELD, EmoryNLP,
and DailyDialog - demonstrate that our multi-task
model, which takes into account elements of emo-
tion shift, can achieve outstanding performance.

5.2 Ablation Study

We conducted ablation experiments to verify the ef-
fect of multi-task learning on the model. We tested
on the IEMOCAP and EmoryNLP datasets, exam-
ining the performance with the ES task, the SC task,
and both tasks removed. The evaluation metric is
weighted F1 scores. The experimental results are
shown in Table 5. As can be seen from the table, the
model performs less well when trained with only a

Table 5: Results of ablation study on the IEMOCAP
dataset, with or without SC (Sentiment Classification)
and ES (Emotion Shift) tasks.

Model IEMOCAP EmoryNLP
Mtl-ERC-ES 68.68 39.46

w/o ES 68.05 38.91
w/o SC 68.01 38.74

w/o ES&SC 67.75 38.88



Table 6: F1-weighted scores for the task of Emotion
Shift on the IEMOCAP dataset.

Label Global Speaker
Strongly negative shift 76.47 79.04

Negative shift 32.17 21.19
No shift 80.87 86.12

Positive shift 34.57 19.82
Strongly positive shift 47.37 58.82

single task than trained with multiple tasks. This
proves that multi-task learning for these three tasks
can effectively improve the model’s performance.

We also validated the performance of the ES
task. The performance on the IEMOCAP dataset
is shown in Table 6. From the results, we observe
that the model is better at recognizing significant
negative and positive ES than regular negative and
positive ES, Which means that our model excels at
detecting significant changes in emotional fluctua-
tions. However, when identifying subtle changes,
such as the shift from neutral to positive, the model
is insufficient. On the one hand, this is because
the emotion recognition of subtle changes is more
challenging than significant changes. On the other
hand, our definition of strong ES may benefit the
model more, which can be explored in future re-
search.

5.3 Case Study

Figure 3 illustrates a snippet of dialogue taken from
a test sample in the IEMOCAP dataset. This case
is selected to demonstrate how capturing informa-
tion about the ES can help the model to accurately
identify emotional changes in a dialogue. The back-
ground of this dialogue is that service personnel
M is trying to solve the problem of speaker F. In
this conversation, F’s emotions gradually change
from initial frustration and despondency to relief
and satisfaction. At the beginning of the conver-
sation, F expresses her feelings of frustration. M
responds that he fully understands her problem and
mentions a new type of service. F is satisfied with
this response because she feels understood and re-
spected, so her emotions change due to external
influences. When M reaffirms their service philos-
ophy, that they want customer F to be happy, F’s
emotions remain in a positive state. In this dialogue,
if our model relies solely on the single ERC task,
it fails to recognize the transition to happiness in
the utterance, ’Yeah, accountability. It’s awesome.’
The model carries forward the emotional judgment
from the prior context, even when the emotion has

Figure 3: A dialogue snippet of speakers M and F from
the IEMOCAP dataset.

shifted. However, under multi-task learning, our
model successfully identifies this emotion shift and
accurately detects that F maintains this emotion in
the subsequent conversation. This case shows the
model’s successful identification of F’s emotional
changes, indicating its ability to accurately capture
the causes of ES, which is crucial for predicting
dynamic emotions in dialogue.

6 Conclusion

We discussed a new way to define emotion shifts
(ES) based on the ERC datasets, where the de-
fined ES can represent the tendency and magni-
tude of emotional changes. Moreover, we mod-
eled the tasks of emotion recognition and ES sepa-
rately at the global dialogue level and the speaker
level. Through multi-task learning, the three tasks
of Emotion Recognition in Conversation (ERC),
Sentiment Classification (SC), and ES are trained
simultaneously, effectively improving the perfor-
mance of ERC. Experimental results show that ES,
as defined based on the polarity of sentiment, is
effective in improving ERC. Mtl-ERC-ES outper-
forms the baseline on multiple datasets. We also
verified the performance of the ES task, and the
results show that under this definition, strong ES
can be effectively recognized by the model, which
will be helpful for further research on the role of
ES in ERC.
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